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Language use and language ability  

of the Tsou People  

of the Taiwanese Austronesian Language group 

Le-kun TAN 
Department of Taiwanese Literature  

National Cheng Kung University 

Abstract

Tsou people is minority on the ragged edge. This study investigated Tsou 
language use and language ability by sociolinguistic methods. In the result, 
well known process of vanishing language were uncovered for Tsou language 
usage. 1) borrowing words, 2) incomplete bilingual, 3) the language cann’t be 
handed down from generation to generation, and 4) unbalanced bilingual 
community and language competition. According to Fishman’s Graded 
Intergenerational Disruption Scale, Tsou language has been given the most 
crisis level which only old people can speak the language. Therefore, these are 
urgency that mother language education for young adults, and upgrade of 
Tsuo language to official language. 

Keywords: Austronesian, Tsou, sociolinguistic, language use, language ability, 
language choice 
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台灣南島語族鄒族 ê語言使用 kap語言能力

摘要

1) 2)
3) h o 4) kap

Fishman Graded Intergenerational Disruption 
Scale) kan-n  tshun teh

kap k koh

《台語研究》第2卷，第1期，頁�～27，2010年
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1. 踏話頭
1706 Hadrin Reland 1 pái Madagasikara kap Indian Ocean

ê ê in ê kâng kâng-khuán ê

ê James Cook 1768 1771 ê 1 pái ê

ê

2004:88 1

In New Zealand ê ê ê ê

kap ê sio-kâng tsia ê ê kap

kâng-khuán -koh beh in kâng

ê ê In ê bô-kâng

sió-khuá ê bô-kâng n -ti nn… ê …

A Chief Eareete Earee 

A Man Taata Taata 

A Woman Ivahino Ivahine  …     

Cook 42 ê hit ê ê

kâng 1784 Lorenzo Hervas Panduro kâng-khuán ê

W. schmidt 1899 Austronesian Language family

tsit tsit koh

kap ê ê kap pîng tuì

pîng pîng sùa pîng

ê beh 1999

ê ê

tsit ê Diamond 1988 Bellwood 1991 Blust 1995; Ross 1994

Melton 1995 Lum Cann 1998 Blust 1991 ê ê

ê 4 3 Sapir

1916 ê tsit ê tsit

ê Russell & Fiona 2000 th h Blust ê

                                                
James Cook 6 uì Beaglehole ê Cook

ê 1 1 (1768-71) Beaglehole
Cook ê The Journal of Captain James Cook on his Voyage of Discorery, ed by J. C. 

Beaglehole, 4vols. Hakluyt Society, extra series, nos. 34-37, Cambridge University Press, 1955-67. 
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The entangled-bank model ê 77 ê 5,185

NATURE : ê hit

5000 ê 2001 DNA

tuì 1 2 ê kap ê

bô-kâng kap ê ê

ê uì ê ê

ê kap

tsia ê 5,000 ê

25 Crystal 

2000 ê ê

ê ê koh khah Blust ê

ê ê Tsou ê ê

ê 2009.5 ê

tshun 3,832 In

Crystal 2000

1

Tse kap

1995 koh

ê ê

ê ê

2. 研究方法
ê ê

pái koh bô-kâng ê ê

siâng ê koh

ê ê ê 2

ê ê ê

ê ê

tsia ê ê ê

ê ê ê

ê bô-kâng ê 1999

ê - ê ê ê ê

ê in teh ê
                                                
2 2006
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2.1. 調查地點、對象以及時間
ê koh

4 variety Tapangu Tfuya

Imutsu ê Luhtu ê

ê kap ê

iah ê ê uì 2004 4

ê ê ê

ê ê ê

ê pái 2004

10 pái 2005 4 ê 93

1 ê ê khah t k

s h tshu ê ê

ê ê ê tsa-poo ê

khah tsit ê kan-n b tsit

2009.6 ê 2,025

1,807 ê khah ê kha tsa-poo

ê ê

ê tshu

1.

25 ( 25 ) 7  21  28

26~40  11  21  32

40  8  25  33

 26  67  93

3. 調查結果 kap討論
ê ê C Ts

T J B E

ê kuá ê ê k

ê
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3.1. 屬性 kap語言選擇
ê tsit beh ê ê

75% 1995 ê

uì ê tsi p ê

LUHTU IMUCU

ê 2

2.

20 ( )

21 40 ( )

41 60 ( )

61 ( )

Tuì tsit ê kan-tann 3 2 60

ê + ê

ê + ê kap ê

koh b tsit ê + l m

kám ê ê 3.3. tsia

ê ê 3 uì ê
3 4 koh beh kap

kuá ê tsit ê kap

h o kan-tann koh

iau tú

teh
Suà + ê ê ài

ê -- ê

3.1.1. 年齡 kap語言選擇
ê kap ê ê  1999 Crystal 

                                                
3 (1) 1995 1921 ê

in ê
4 iah ê tuà

ê tuà ê ê 1904
iah ê
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2000 k 3 ê

kuân ê ê kuân 20 ê koh

+ 21 40 ê 41 60 ê

+ ê koh

khah 4 1 ê l m ê b ê

+ kuá uì

kap 1935 ê 3 b

beh kâng tshu ê

kap ê koh ê kap ê b -koh siâng

ê khah

bô-kâng ê ê siâng

kap ê ê kan-tann 3 ê

+ + ê

3. kap

3.1.2. 性別等屬性 kap語言選擇
kap ê khah

ê ê

khah prestige language ê

Trudgill 1974 1999 ê

ê khah ê kuân
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4. kap

ê tuà ê kap

tsia ê kap ê

ê ê tsit kap 1999

ê ê ê

ê ài ê + ê

bilingualism 5 ê

kap ê ê ê

 1996 tsia ê Fishman 1971 ê iah ê

kâng-khuán ê ê 2 bô-kâng ê

ê bô-kâng ê ê

ê bô-kâng ê ê kám
ê

ê iah

? Fishaman ê domain 6

12 bô-kâng ê tsiânn

ê tsia ê

ê tsi p ê 12 bô-kâng ê ê

kap h m

ê ê

bô-kâng ê ê bô-kâng ê kap

ê ê 5

                                                
5 bilingualism ê Bloomfield 1933 k

kâng-khuán ê
6 Fishaman ê kap 3 ê
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5.

ê ê kah

ê khah tsi p tuì khah kap

khah kap

kap ê ê ê iah

bat ê ê

Tuì ê sió-khuá

khah uì ê

ê ê 1999 ê

kap ê bô-kâng ê

67 Kap tsiânn kap khah kap ê koh kap

tsiânn khah -koh 5 ê 2 in ê kap

ê Iah

kap khah tuì tsiânn ê

khah Tsit ê kap 1997 ê kan-tann

ê leh kap ê

kap ê leh kap ê

kap kap khah ê kâng ê

tuà kâng kap ê -koh

ê kâng

                                                
7
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.

-koh kâng kám ti nn-ti nn ê

ê ê tsit beh

kap kap khah kap

tsiânn ê ê tuì kap ê

Tuì tsiânn kap ê

h m ê sio-siâng Tsit 2 ê Tuì

kap ê ê -koh tsiânn

khah kuân ê ê h m tsiânn h m kap

khah Tsit ê Tsit

ê ê ê

ê ê

iau ê

koh kap ê 7 8 9

25 ê ê ê

ê 25 + ê k ê -koh

ê -koh

3.3. ê 26 40 ê bô-kâng

bô-kâng ê ê ê -koh

kan-tann ê khah 40
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ê bô-kâng ê

ê ê khah sio-khuá

25 ê leh ê ê

ê Hagège 2000 ê

ê ê tong ê iah tuì

ê suá ê ê

bô-kâng bô-kâng ê ê

7.  25

8.  25 ~40
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9.  41

3.3. 語言能力-無完全 ê雙語人
tuì ê kap b -tàng

 2008 kap ê 2004

ê 67 in ê ê

ê 1995 20 60 ê 71%

10 ê b ê 3.1. ê 20

20 60 ê kap

ê ê kap ê ê

tsia beh ê ê 4

5

5 kuân 4 k t-liu 3 k t-liu 2

1 siánn 0 b ài ê

10
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10 bô-kâng ê

20 1.2 (0.4)  3.7 (0.5) 0.4 (0.6) 1.4 (1.0) 0.2 (0.4) 

21~40 2.3 (0.8) 3.2 (0.7) 0.4 (0.9) 1.7 (0.9) 0.2 (0.7) 

41~60 3.1 (0.7) 3.0 (0.8) 0.2 (0.6) 1.3 (0.9) 0.2 (0.7) 

61 ~ 3.9 (0.3) 1.4 (1.1) 3.2 (1.1) 0.5 (1.2) 0   (0) 

2.4 (1.1) * 3.0 (1.0) 0.8 (1.3) 1.4 (1.1) 0.2 (0.5) 

() 1 ê ê *

t p<0.05, ê

ê kap h m tú-tú

píng kûan t ê -koh 

tuì 40 ê k t-liu ê ê

ê khah kuân ê

ê b ê kám-á

koh ê ê

ê b ê ê

41 60 ê in ê kap ê khah tuì-p n

h m ê

4. 結論

1. + ê ê kan-tann 3

2 60 ê

20 ê koh + 21 40 ê

41 60 ê +

2. + -koh 25

ê -koh 26

bô-kâng bô-kâng ê ê

60

3. kap ê

khah prestige language tse h m

ê tuà ê kap ê
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4. ê ê ê ê

ê

Tsia ê Hagège 2000

ê 4

(1) ê

(2) ê

(3) ê

(4) ê kap

ê ê ê

ê kap ê ê

Swalihi in hit ê

ê ê kâng-khuán

ê tuì kap ê

ê tsia beh koh

k tuì ê ê

ê ê ê ê

khah leh ê uì

ê tsia ê ê

ê koh tú ê n -ti nn b

ê ê ê uì kap ê

ê Fishman 1991 ê

Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale ê

8 ê e Tsit ê

ê ê

ê -koh b ê

 2003

b - ng-tsit ê ê

ê ê 20 ê koh khah

siâng ê ê

Kuba ê kap

ê ê lingua franca

ê kap ê tshui-tshiâu

ê Kuba koh Crystal 2000

ê kap ê ê ê kap
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ê ê

kánn tè ê ê uì

ê --ê --ê

ê ê

ê tó- i p ah àn tó- i peh tsit-má

tsh a kap ê ê

-koh beh ê

ê Tuì ê

ê ê Koh ê

ài koh khah ê

ê b ê

koh khah

謝辭

kap
kap
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附錄一

:

                                           

:

:

:      

: : ( ) ( ) (

) ( ) ( )

: :       

:                    ( )

:           :              

1.

Luhtu  IMUCU              

2.

Luhtu  IMUCU

             

3.

4.

    

         

    

    

5.

0
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6.

( )     

            

7.

8.

9.        

10.

            

                                                           

11.

? .

Luhtu  IMUCU              

1. ?            

2.             

3.             

4.             

5.             

6.             

7.             

8.             

9.             

10.             

11.             

12.            (        )

13.             

14.             

? .

Luhtu  IMUCU              

1.             
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2.             

3.             

4.             

5.             

6.             

7.             

8.             

9.             

     

 o-zi-sang

 o-va-sang

 o-i-sia-sang

 kang-ko-ku

 ciu-sia

 ko’-pu

 ha-si

tong-vu-li

 sa-la

 hang-tai

ven-to-va-ko

 ko-o-li

 vi-lu

 mi-so

nin-ni-ku

 kang-zu-me

 ku-ta-mo-no

 u-me

 so-va

 o’-cia

 ku-lo-sa-to

 so-iu

 mi-lu-ku

 sai-ta
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 ta-ma-go

su-li’-pa

 ku-cu

 ku-cu-su’-ta

 po-tin-ta

 o’-vi

 pang-cu

 se-vi-lo

 ha-ka-ma

su-ka-to

 hang-so-te

 na-ga-ku’-cu

 i-to

 zoo-kin

 va-ke-cu

 fu-lo

 tao-lu

 ma-ku-la

 ku-si

 ta-ta-mi

 moo-fu

 si-va

 loo-sok-ku

 ten-ki

 lang-pu

 ta-ma

to-la’-ku

 ku-lu-ma

 va-su

 un-ten

khu-la’-chi

 zi-ten-sia(zi-ten-sa)  

o-to-vai

 hi-ko-ki

lo-lai-va

 ka’-pa
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ka-na-te-ko

 pen-ci

 tang-ku

 ku-gi

 a-vu-la

 ga-su

 a-mi

 ka-mi

 en-pi-cu

 me-ka-ne

 ka-gi

 to’-kei

 ka-sa

 ka-vang

 te-sa-ge

 no-li

 ha-li

 ha’-ta

 ha-sa-mi

 ten-ci

 ten-to

 ma’-ci

 te-vu-ku-lo

 sui-to

 hi-sia-ku

 ha’-ko

 sin-vun

 hi-lio

en-zin

 mi-sin

 ko-yo-mi

 ei-ga

 te-le-vi

 ta-ma-ku

 sia-sin

 ta-ma-u’-ci
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ta-ma-cu-ki

 la-zi-o’

ang-te’-la

to-lang-pu

 un-ten-zu-mo

 zin-to-li( zin)

 lio-kang

 lio-ko

 to-ko-ya

 paa-ma

 ha-na

 ka’-ki

 hi-no-ki

 vi-va

 to-ma-to

 su-gi

 ne-gi

 na-su-vi

 na-si

 sui-ka

 a-hi-lu

ka’-cho

 si-ci-men-cio

 si-lo-sa-gi 

  ki-le

 zi-kang

 nang-zi

 ko-mu

sen-men-to

kong-ku-li     

 hang-ko

 he-tai

 sien-soo

 kin-si

 kei-vi

 ka-koo
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 sei-to

 so-cu-kio

 ten-ko’-ku

 ten-si

 fu-ku-in

 ka-mi-sa-ma

  san-zen-en

 ni-hia-ku-en
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台灣語言的字義聲調：

以認知研究為觀點

摘要

7 chit 7 t k

5 2

kap
kan-n tng

chit 2
5

kap 7 1
kap

kan-n 5
chit
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On the tonal inventory of the Taiwanese language:  

a perceptual study 

Hua-Li JIAN 

Oslo University College, Norway & 

Department of Foreign Languages and Literature 
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Abstract

It is generally accepted amongst Taiwanese scholars that syllables in the 
Taiwanese language take on one of seven lexical tones, and these seven tones 
are frequently cited in the major Taiwanese dictionaries. Five tones are known 
to occur on sonorant-final syllables and the remaining two on non-sonorant 
final syllables. This study employs a set of perception experiments to 
demonstrate that the class of non-sonorant final syllables are undistinguishable 
from the class of sonorant-final syllables when cued on fundamental 
frequency. Subjects are only able to separate the two classes when the rate of 
intensity decay is significantly different. Sonorant final syllables have a much 
slower rate of intensity decay than non-sonorant final syllables. These results 
suggest that the Taiwanese language consists of five distinct lexical tones and 
that the Taiwanese syllables aggregate suprasegmental attributes that take on 
one of seven distinct states. Each state is determined from a combination of f0 
and intensity information. Tone sandhi effects can be explained as suprasemental 
state transitions. The findings confirm that there exist only five lexical tones 
in the Taiwanese language, echoing the phonemic view that tones with 
non-sonorant final syllables are allophonic tones of tones with sonorant-final 
syllables.  

Keywords: Lexical tonal inventory, Taiwanese language, suprasegmantals, 
sonorant-finals, non-sonorant-finals, acoustical features, perception 
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1. Introduction - Taiwanese suprasegmentals 
The majority of previous studies into Taiwanese (Tung 1957; Tung 1967; Cheng 

1968; Cheng 1973; Hsieh 1976; Yip 1980; Chen 1987; Hsu 1988; Lin 1990a; Lin 1990b; 
Lin 1992; Zhang 1993; Fang 1994; Lyu 1995; Peng 1997; Barrie 2006; Zhang, Lai and 
Turnbull-Sailor 2006; Thomas 2008; Zwicky, Kaisse and Chen 2008) and current 
Taiwanese dictionaries assume that there are seven distinct tones where the tones are 
categorised into five non-entering or long tones and two entering or short tones. The 
“non entering” or “long” tones refer to tones associated with morphemes possessing 
sonorant finals (SFSs - Sonorant Final Syllables) or free syllables and the “entering” or 
“short” tones refer to those with non-sonorant codas [p, t, k] and the glottal stop (NFSs - 
Non-sonorant Final Syllables) or checked syllables.  

As for the characteristics of tones, i.e., the shape of the fundamental frequency 
contours, most studies agree that among the SFSs there is one high (T1) and one 
medium level (T7) tone, two falling tones (high (T2) and medium (T3)) and one 
falling-rising/rising tone (T5). The two NFSs have falling tones (T4 and T8), similar to 
the falling tones of SFSs, with a difference in height. Some local accents in Taiwan 
have also been found using high rising NFSs, with various degrees of f0 peak. 

Acoustic measurements by Jian (1999) revealed that the f0 contours of the two 
falling tones T2 and T3 of the SFSs (amongst the conventional “non-entering” or “long” 
tones) are hard to distinguish from those of the other two falling tones T4 and T8 of the 
NFSs (the customary “entering” or “short” tones). The data revealed that speakers 
commonly exhibit similar tessiture, i.e., f0 ranges for these tones. Because of these 
similarities, it is difficult to discriminate the Taiwanese SFS and NFS using only f0. 
Note that in Jian’s measurements the high rising NFSs were not found. The current 
study therefore only examines falling tones T4 and T8 of the NFSs. 

The terms “long” and “short” are based on the duration of the tone. The general 
impression is that long tones have longer duration and short tones have shorter duration, 
hence the naming of long and short tones. Convenient as it may be, this terminology of 
long versus short tones raises two immediate criticisms. The first is that the tones of 
morphemes are categorised using duration, a non-tonal suprasegmental feature. One 
may ponder whether it is adequate to characterise one suprasegmental feature such as 
tone using another suprasegmental like duration or intensity when denoting tones. The 
second is that the so-called long tones are not all that “long”. 
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Within the SFSs class, it is claimed by Chiang (1967) that syllables can be divided 
into long and short categories based on the duration feature. Acoustic measurements 
(Jian 1999) support this and that it is only the level and rising tones of the SFSs that are 
“long”. The falling tones of the SFSs and the NFSs are not completely distinguishable 
on duration. Although the mean durations of falling T2 and T3 of the SFSs are longer 
than those of the falling t4 and t8 of the NFSs, individual words have overlapping 
duration. Therefore, categorising tones by their duration does not separate “long” from 
“short” tones, but rather level or rising from falling tones. 

The description of Taiwanese tones in the majority of the literature found gives rise 
to suspicion. It is agreed that both SFSs and NFSs have falling tones. The goal of this 
paper is to verify that these two falling tones of SFSs are indeed the same tones as the 
two NFSs tones, and thus there are only five distinct tones. Further, SFSs and NFSs 
cannot be classified on duration - only the syllable final. The correctness of this 
hypothesis is demonstrated by the results of a perception experiment. 

In order to highlight how related work have been carried out in the past the next 
section (section 2) reviews previous work into the perception of linguistic tones. In 
particular, the effect of fundamental frequency (section 2.1), duration (section 2.2) and 
intensity (section 2.3). It is intensity that is examined in the perception experiment 
described in section 3. Section 4 presents the data collected from the subjects' responses 
and these are discussed in detail in section 5. Conclusions are provided in section 6. 

2. Background - Perceptual cues to tonal distinction 
Experimental studies into tone languages have mostly focused on the fundamental 

frequency. Some studies have also addressed the effects of other suprasegmental 
features including syllable duration and intensity contour. 

2.1. f0 as a perceptual cue 
The fundamental frequency (f0) is said to be the most prominent feature for the 

tonal distinctions in tone languages, in particular Mandarin (Chuang, Hiki, Nimura and 
Sone 1971; Howie 1976; Zue 1976; Hall, Chang and Best 2004), Cantonese (Vance 
1977; Francis, Ciocca, Ma and Fenn 2008), Thai (Abramson 1962, Abramson 1975), 
Yoruba (Hombert 1977) and Taiwanese (Lin 1988; Lin and Repp 1989). It has been 
found that the presence of f0 contours is sufficient to identify lexical tones in all these 
languages. The studies into the perception of tone in these languages adopt similar 
approaches and the results point to the same direction. Artificial tones that are 
synthesized from average f0 contours acquired from acoustic measurements are 
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demonstrated to mimic authentic tones successfully. 
Vance (1977) investigated the importance of height and shape of f0 when 

distinguishing between individual Cantonese tones. Vance especially catered for the 
variation in height and shape of f0. The tessitura of a subject was determined by 
measuring the maximum and minimum f0 value in a speech sample. This range was 
slightly extended by adding a small offset to each side of the range. Eight equally 
spaced points were selected to represent this range discretely. Altogether 64 linear f0 
contours were synthesised for the chosen word (see Figure 1). The results indicated that 
height is more influential than shape when differentiating between the Cantonese tones.  

Figure 1. Vance’s stimuli. 

In a cross-language study of tone perception that included Thai, Yoruba and 
English, Gandour and Harshman (1977; 1978) employed multi-dimensional scaling to 
identify the perceptual factors. Five factors were reported: namely, average pitch, pitch 
direction, voiced word length, extreme f0 contour endpoint and f0 slope. Gandour (1979) 
re-analysed Fok's (1974) Cantonese tone data using the same multi dimensional scaling 
procedure and reported three significant perceptual factors: f0 height, f0 direction and f0 
contour. Gandour compared these three dimensions with the five dimensions reported in 
Gandour and Harshman's study, suggesting that the f0 height, f0 direction and f0 
contour correspond to the average pitch, direction and slope respectively. Direction and 
contour in Gandour's study correspond to direction and slope in Hombert's (1977) study. 

Gandour (1981) in a later study extended his experiments by employing an 
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enhanced multi-dimensional scaling procedure. This procedure incorporated the 
dimensions extracted from stimulus sets acquired from two native Cantonese speakers. 
Three dimensions were identified, namely, f0 contour, f0 height and f0 direction, 
confirming his previous analysis (Gandour 1979). In the multi-dimensional space 
spanned by these dimensions, contour and direction were more dominant than height 
when perceiving Cantonese tones. This result challenged Tse's (1973) impressionistic 
view that the most important feature of Cantonese tones is height (level), and not tonal 
contour.

Gandour (1983) employed the same multi dimension procedure (INDSCAL) to 
study the perceptual dimensions of tone and their linguistic influence on subjects' 
judgement. Tone language speakers (Thai, Cantonese, Taiwanese and Mandarin) and 
non-tone language speakers (English) participated in the perception experiments that 
comprised tone discrimination. Two dimensions, height and direction were found, but 
the relative strengths of these dimensions varied according to the listeners' individual 
language backgrounds. The direction dimension was stronger for tone language 
speakers than for nontone-language speakers. Furthermore, direction was stronger for 
Thai subjects than for Chinese subjects of all three dialect groups. Regardless of 
language background, listeners generally paid more attention to the height dimension. 
The pattern of relative weights for these two dimensions suggests that native speakers of 
a tone language and a nontone language can be effectively distinguished. Among the 
group of tone languages, Chinese listeners can be readily differentiated from Thai 
listeners, whereas distinguishing among speakers of Mandarin, Cantonese and 
Taiwanese is difficult. Direction appeared to be the most important dimension in 
judging the language group membership of all listeners. 

Lin (1988) and Lin and Repp (1989) conducted a perception experiment on 
Taiwanese SFSs to examine the relative importance of f0 height, f0 movement and 
duration in cueing the tones. Lin and Repp synthesized a series of f0 patterns of isolated 
syllables by varying f0 height, f0 movement and duration. The f0 patterns were based 
on mean f0 values obtained from acoustic measurements. The results indicated that on 
the whole the f0 movement was more important than f0 height, which was the opposite 
of Vance's finding in perceiving Cantonese tones. Further, f0 height was the primary 
cue in distinguishing tones of similar contours, but f0 movement was the dominant cue 
when differentiating tones with different contours. Finally, the high falling (T2) and mid 
falling (T3) tones are distinguished by f0 height. 

Chen and Rozsypal (1991) investigated the effects of f0 contours on the perception 
of Mandarin Chinese tones. A continuum of Mandarin monosyllables was synthesized 
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with fixed duration, fixed initial f0 and linear f0 contours ranging from negative to 
positive slopes. Mandarin speakers were asked to identify the tone categories. The 
results showed that the perception of lexical tones depended on auditory detection of 
linear frequency glides, that is, the movement of f0. This result supports the work on 
tones in Taiwanese sonorant-final syllables by Lin and Repp (Lin 1988; Lin and Repp 
1989).

Despite the small variation in the reported studies, they all convey the same 
message. f0 height and direction of movement are essential cues in perceiving tones. 

2.2. Duration as a perceptual cue 
In a fundamental experiment Doughty and Garner (1948) observed that for a stable 

tone to be confidently perceived, a minimum duration is required. Four cs (0.04 sec) are 
required to perceive the middle range of frequencies, and 11 cs (0.11 sec) for low 
frequencies. 

Other studies have evaluated the effect of duration upon perceiving tone (e.g., 
Kiriloff 1969; Chuang et al. 1971; Lin and Repp 1989; Blicher, Diehl and Cohen 1990; 
Shen and Lin 1991; Brunelle 2003, 2009). Its effect is predominant on falling and rising 
contours as the rate of rise and fall is approximately the ratio of frequency change to 
duration of change. A falling or rising tone is easier to perceive if the rate of change is 
large.

In Mandarin Chinese, the similarity between the rising tone 2 and the falling-rising 
tone 3 has received much attention. Both tones have rising contours, and they end in a 
similar frequency range. Among the four tones, Kiriloff (Kiriloff 1969) reported that 
adult students of Mandarin as a second language often misidentified tone 2 and tone 3, 
while they hardly ever misidentified the level tone 1 and the falling tone 4. 

Chuang et al (Chuang et al. 1971) found variations on the monosyllabic tonal 
contours of Mandarin tone 2 and tone 3. In particular, variations were found in the 
initial and end glides of the words. The fundamental frequency plots indicated that 
simply inspecting the falling and rising contour, or the position of the turning point in 
tone 3 alone was not sufficient to distinguish between tone 2 and tone 3. Perception 
experiments supported these observations and showed that most mistakes occurred 
distinguishing between tone 2 and tone 3, as was the case in Zue's (Zue 1976; Klatt 
1973) experiment. 

The difficulty in distinguishing between the rising tone 2 and falling-rising tone 3 
provoked a strong interest in tone duration as a cue to perception. Blicher et al (Blicher, 
Diehl and Cohen 1990) conducted an experiment to compare perceptual judgements of 
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the two tones. One short (35 cs) and one long (45 cs) word were synthesized. These two 
words were used as basis for synthesising words where the f0 contour was changed 
incrementally from a tone 2 exemplar to a tone 3 exemplar. The results indicated that 
the exemplars with longer duration were identified as tone 3. 

Another approach was to examine the turning point of the falling-rising contour of 
tone 3. Shen and Lin (1991) superimposed two continua of f0 contours onto the syllable 
[wu] and varied the position of the turning point for each continuum. Mandarin speakers 
were given a forced choice of tone 2 or tone 3. The results showed that the distinction 
between tone 2 and tone 3 was signalled by the timing of the turning point, which was 
closely related to the rate of the initial fall. In their second experiment Shen and Lin 
(1991) pointed out that the mislabelled tokens occurred when the relation between 
timing of the turning point and the initial falling slope was violated. 

Similarly, Lin (1988) and Lin and Repp (1989) found that if the duration of the 
Taiwanese SFS falling tones was shortened, the slope was increased and hence 
reinforced the perception of a falling tone. Further, they noticed that duration could act 
as a cue, although secondary, to distinguish between the falling tones and non-falling 
tones.

2.3. Intensity as a perceptual cue 
Only a handful of studies have evaluated the effect of intensity upon perceiving 

tone. In one of the few reported works M-C. Lin (1988) directly modified the intensity 
contour of synthetic Mandarin syllables while leaving the f0 contours intact. No effect 
on the perception of Mandarin tones was found. 

Abramson (1972) evaluated the effect of removing f0 on tonal perception. He 
re-synthesized normal Thai speech without f0 by means of a vocoder. The voice source 
was replaced with a broadband noise source. Although the f0 was filtered out, the 
original amplitude contour and the formants remained intact. Abramson compared the 
perception results using the synthetic stimuli with those of naturally whispered Thai 
speech. Subjects perceived tones from the synthetic stimuli more accurately, than from 
the real whispered utterances. Similar results in perception of whispered speech in 
Mandarin were also found by Howie (1976). The results suggested that besides f0 
information, other features can also contribute tonal information. 

Although the f0 was eliminated in Abramson's experiment (1972) the formant 
structure and the amplitude information remained, hence any changes in vowel quality 
and variations in amplitude which may accompany tonal differences were still present 
(Rose 1988). This observation leads to the following experiment: if the formant 
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information is removed in addition to f0, it is possible to examine the amplitude 
independently. Whalen and Xu (1992) filtered out f0 and formant information, keeping 
only the amplitude contours and duration. This was achieved by randomly selecting 
50% of the sample points and then reversing their signs. This allowed the magnitude of 
the amplitude to be unchanged but the sign was inverted. The result is a totally different 
waveform. The original f0 information is lost and replaced by noise. See illustrations in 
Figure 2. Perception results showed that subjects could identify the rising tone 2, 
falling-rising tone 3, and falling tone 4 with a high success rate (87.6%) simply from the 
amplitude contour. This was also the outcome when they controlled the duration by 
constructing a situation where each of the tones was heard at a duration typical of each 
of the other tones. For example, a level tone 1 word was synthesised to the length of a 
rising tone 2, a falling-rising tone 3 and a falling tone 4 word respectively, and similarly 
for the remaining tones. The results verified that the amplitude contour carried 
information about the linguistic tone in Mandarin speech, even when duration was not a 
cue.

Figure 2. Removing the f0 and formant information from an utterance while 
maintaining duration and energy contour. 

In simple tone languages such as Mandarin, that has undergone a vast number of 
studies, fundamental frequency has undisputedly been shown to be the main 
discriminator in the suprasegmental domain. These results have presumptively been 
applied to Taiwanese as well. Although Taiwanese is a “Chinese language” it shares 
few characteristics with Mandarin. The purpose of this work is to show that tone is an 
unsuitable classifier for Taiwanese syllables. This is demonstrated by modifying the 
energy contours of stimuli while keeping the fundamental frequency unchanged. 

inversed samples

original waveform processed waveform

sample envelope
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Subjects detect these syllables with modified intensity contours as different syllables 
showing that intensity plays a crucial role in perceiving the Taiwanese syllables. 

3. Method 

3.1. Overview 
The SFSs are transformed into the NFSs and vice versa to a) evaluate the impact of 

duration and intensity by employing time-scale modifications and b) to examine the 
effect of plosive segmentals using envelope modification (plosive synthesis). The 
following sections outline how the perception experiment was designed, prepared and 
conducted.

3.2. The effects of final-excising versus shortening on intensity 
slopes

Assume that the duration of a syllable is d, and the intensity (energy) contour of 
the same syllable is defined as E(t) where t  [0, d] is time. Further, the maximum 
intensity peak of the word occurs at time m where 0 < m < d. The slope of the tail of the 
words can be defined as E(m)/(d-m). If words are shortened in duration by fraction p 
[0,1], this slope is changed to E(m)/p(d-m). If the words are truncated at a point p 
[0,1], the sudden drop in intensity is E(pd). It is assumed that 
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In other words, truncating the words has a stronger impact on the slopes of the 
intensity contour than simply shortening the duration. This observation is the basis for 
the stimuli used in this experiment. 

3.3. Subjects 
Exactly 153 subjects participated in the experiments. 30 of these subjects were 

Taiwanese students studying in various universities across the south of England. 
Another 30 subjects were ordinary citizens of Kaohsiung, Taiwan, and the remaining 
subjects were 13 and 14 year-old pupils living in Kaohsiung and Ping-Tong, Taiwan. 

3.4. Stimuli 
Three classes of stimuli were re-synthesised for use in the perception experiment. 
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The re-synthesis was based on digitally recorded SFS morphemes spoken by a native 
female speaker of Taiwanese in a controlled environment. 

1. Two monosyllabic SFS lexical morphemes of the high falling tone (i.e., the 
conventional “non-entering” or “long” tone (tone t2)), was the basis for generating 
a set of new monosyllabic lexical morphemes with varying duration by using a 
digital signal processing software application (SoundForge 4.0) with a 
time-compression facility (also known as time-warping). CV syllables with high 
falling tone (tone 2) [l ] and [li] were used for creating shortened stimuli. Syllables 
with low falling tone (tone 3) as stimuli are made redundant since this tone 
category differs from the high falling tone only in f0 height. Time-compression 
allows the duration of the morphemes to be shortened without altering the 
fundamental frequency and formant structure and simultaneously introduces a 
minimum of audible artefacts - artefacts that usually are present in the sounds 
produced by vocoders and PSOLA processors. Nine syllables were synthesised for 
each SFS morpheme with duration of 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, 30%, 20% 
and 10% of the original SFS morpheme respectively. In other words, a SFS 
syllable with a 500 ms duration was shortened, by the means of time-compression, 
to syllables with duration of 450 ms, 400 ms, 350 ms, 300 ms, 250 ms, 200 ms, 
150 ms, 100 ms and 50 ms respectively. See the middle plot in Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Time compressing and stretching in SoundForge. 
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2. Two monosyllabic SFS lexical morphemes with high falling tone (tone 2) were 
used to generate six truncated lexical morphemes. To mimic the NSF morphemes 
an artificial stop coda effect was created by truncating the morphemes. If truncated 
morphemes can be recognised as NSF morphemes, then it must be the segmental 
structure rather than the f0 that distinguishes the two tonal categories since the f0 
remains unchanged. The CV syllables with high falling tone (tone 2) [l ] and [li] 
were used for creating cut stimuli. Similarly, syllables with low falling tone (tone 3) 
as stimuli are made redundant since this tone category differs from the high falling 
tone only in f0 height. The truncated lexical morphemes were generated by 
truncating the tail of the SFS morphemes used– i.e. the first syllable was generated 
by cutting of 10% of the tail, the second by cutting 20% of the tail and so forth 
until the tail of the last syllable was cut by 60% (see Figure 4). The result is a set of 
syllables with duration of 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50% and 40% of the original SFS 
morpheme duration. 

Figure 4. Truncating words in SoundForge. 

3. Two monosyllabic NFS lexical morphemes, viz., lexical morphemes with the 
customary “entering” or “short” tone, were used to generate a set of lengthened 
syllables to resemble the monosyllabic SFS lexical morphemes, i.e., lexical 
morphemes with the “long” tone, using the time-stretching facility in SoundForge 
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(the duration is altered but the fundamental frequency and formant structure remain 
intact). Syllables with CVC structure [pak], [ k], and [tok] (all with the final 
consonants unreleased) were employed for lengthening experiment. As high falling 
NFS lexical morphemes (tone 8) differ from low falling NFS lexical morphemes 
(tone 4) only in f0 height, stimuli with the latter category were thus made 
redundant. The resulting nine synthesised syllables had duration of 110%, 120%, 
130%, 140%, 150%, 160%, 170%, 180%, 190% and 200% compared to the 
duration of the reference NFS syllable. See the third plot in Figure 3. 

The fundamental frequency, pitch or tone was unaltered for all the stimuli; only 
duration and intensity contours were modified respectively. 

3.5. Procedure 
The perception experiment comprised three listening activities separated by a 

5-minute break. There was no practice session. Two tests were dedicated to the 
shortening of the SFS syllables and one test was dedicated to the lengthening of the 
NFS syllables. Stimuli obtained using the two shortening techniques were combined 
into the same listening activity. The large number of stimuli required the listening 
experiment to be separated into two listening sessions.   

Each syllable was appended to the phrase “The next morpheme is …” (in 
Taiwanese) followed by a two second pause. The phrase associated with each syllable 
was instanced in triplets. The entire set of phrases were shuffled into random order and 
recorded onto magnetic cassette tape for playback. The stimuli were played back on a 
portable tape playback unit with a built-in speaker. 

The questionnaires consisted of three options for each word played for the 
shortening of the SFS syllables: See Appendices A and B. 

1. The Chinese character designating the “long” tone morpheme. 

2. The Chinese character designating the “short” tone morpheme. 

3. Don't know (question mark). 

The response sheets used for the perception test involving lengthening of NFS 
syllables comprised three selection boxes. The first two options were a pair of tone 4 
and one tone 8 characters shuffled into random order. The third option was a ‘Don't 
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know’ (a question mark). During a pilot it was found that the lengthened NFS syllables 
were all heard as NFS syllables. Therefore, the NFS syllables were exclusively used 
instead of the SFS syllables. Listeners who did not recognize the stimuli as NFS syllabic 
morphemes simply ticked the ‘Don't know’ option. See Appendices C and D. 

The subjects were told to tick or circle the morpheme they recognised or the 
question mark if they did not recognise the morpheme in the phrase. The speakers were 
observed to be proficient in reading Chinese characters in Taiwanese Min as the words 
chosen were commonly used items and none reported having difficulties in recognising 
the morphemes. 

4. Results and discussions 
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the results of the experiment. The abscissae in the figures 

represent the respective length in percentage of the synthesised word relative to the 
original. The ordinates correspond to the percentage of subjects giving a particular 
answer. In each diagram, each curve represents the percentage of subjects replying that 
they hear the SFS morphemes (“long”-tone morphemes), the percentage of subjects 
replying they hear the NFS morphemes (“short”-tone morphemes) and the percentage of 
subjects who could not recognise the stimuli. 

Figures 5 and 6 show that the subjects successfully distinguish the SFS from the 
NFS words despite the different transformation approaches and despite unaffected 
fundamental frequency contours. However, there are differences in the results provided 
by the methods. For example, shortening and cutting the words (Figures 5 and 6) result 
in similar recognition patterns for the SFS words and confusion is introduced at around 
the 50% and 70% interpolation points respectively. Further, more subjects (15%) reply 
that they do not recognise the morphemes at around the 40% point when the syllable is 
shortened. For cut words, less than 5% of the subjects reply that they do not recognise 
the tone. This indicates that the cut SFS words are more easily recognised as NFS words. 
Figure 5 reveals that two out of the three curves cross at between the 50% and 60% 
points on the abscissa. Further, the third curve representing unidentified morphemes is 
small in comparison. This can be interpreted as follows: When the duration of the 
syllable is long, most subjects reply that they hear a SFS word, and when the word 
duration is short then most subjects reply that they hear a NFS word. 
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Figure 5. Shortening the syllable durations. The graphs show the percentage of 
subjects replying they hear sonorant-final morphemes, non-sonorant-final 

morphemes and do not recognise the morphemes. 

Figure 6. Cutting the syllables. The graphs show the percentage of subjects replying 
they hear sonorant-final morphemes, non-sonorant-final morphemes and do not 

recognise the morphemes. 
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A similar argument can be applied to the results presented in Figure 6. Again, 
subjects recognise morphemes of long duration as the SFS words and the morphemes 
shortened in duration as the NFS words. 

However, there are two crucial differences between the results in Figures 5 and 6: 

1. In Figure 5, most subjects reply that they hear SFS morphemes when their duration 
exceeds 70% of the original length. In Figure 6, the corresponding boundary is at 
80%, as words must be longer than 80% of the original to be interpreted as SFS 
words. Moreover, in Figure 5, the percentage of the subjects recognising the words 
as NFSs morphemes increases steadily from the 70% of the original length. In 
Figure 6, the corresponding threshold for identifying NFSs is at the 90% of the 
original length. These findings indicate that the perception of SFSs and NFSs is 
strongly affected by the steep intensity slope caused by the truncation of the words. 
Accordingly, intensity has a stronger influence on the perception of SFSs and 
NFSs than duration. 

2. In Figure 5, subjects are more uncertain about whether the morphemes are SFSs or 
NFSs in the region 30-70% of the words. In this region, about 15% (then down to 
less than 15%) of the subjects report that they cannot identify the tone. Then there 
is a tie (50%) between subjects identifying the morphemes as the SFS and NFS 
words. In Figure 6, this region is smaller, from 60-80% and only about 5% reply 
that they cannot identify the words. This suggests that simply shortening the 
syllable is not sufficient for the subjects to confidently recognise the syllable as 
NFS words. Truncating the words is more effective. 

For the remaining interval 10%-30% in Figure 5 and 40%-60% in Figure 6 both 
methods appear to strongly convince subjects that they hear the NFS morphemes. This 
can be explained by considering the very short duration of the words. The durations are 
so short that it may even be hard to extract phonetic information. 

Figure 7 shows that a majority of the subjects reply they recognise NFS 
morphemes. A small minority reply that they hear SFS morphemes. None of the 
subjects reply that they do not recognise the tones. This trend is independent of the 
word duration, even for words that are twice the length. This strongly supports the 
hypothesis that duration has little impact on the perception of the SFSs and NFSs. 
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Figure 7. Lengthening the syllable durations. The graphs show the percentage of 
subjects replying they hear sonorant-final morphemes and non-sonorant-final 

morphemes. 

The perception experiment shows that the intensity envelope of a syllable has a 
stronger impact on the task of distinguishing between words with sonorant-finals and 
non-sonorant-finals than duration, and that the perception of the SFSs versus NFSs is 
entirely independent of the fundamental frequency contour. This is because the 
characteristics of the intensity contour are a direct consequence of the segmental 
structure of the syllables. Plosives located at the syllable-final position result in steeper 
intensity envelope decays than sonorant finals. 

The experiment demonstrates that the conventional concept of the “non-entering” 
and “entering” tone is based on segmentals rather than suprasegmentals: the two classes 
are distinguished depending on their syllable termination. It is this segmental difference 
that is incorrectly employed as a suprasegmental cue (tone) by some linguists. Such 
traditional nomenclature employing segmental differences to denote suprasegmental 
differences such as tone does not appear to be congruent within a modern linguistic 
framework, although it may have some legitimate uses in other domains.  

The duration feature as revealed in the auditory experiment has no effect on 
hearers' perception of the SFS versus NFS morphemes. This indicates that the 
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customary terms of “long” and “short” tones are not only controversial but in effect 
incorrect and misleading. 

Since the perception of the SFSs and NFSs are triggered by the segmental structure, 
one has to reject the claim that there are seven tones where two of them are the “short” 
or “entering” tones. This was confirmed by the listening experiment where the 
fundamental frequency remained fixed and a manipulation of intensity resulted in 
subjects' perceiving different tones. These results suggest that the tones of syllables 
possessing non-sonorant-codas such as the [p, t, k] and the glottal stop are simply just 
falling tones with different segmental structures. If so, the putative T4 and T8 of the 
NFSs are in fact T2 and T3 of the SFSs with an unvoiced and unreleased non-sonorant 
coda. It must therefore be concluded that there are five distinct lexical tones in the 
Taiwanese language rather than the seven commonly cited. 

Further, from a phonemic point of view, tones with NFSs or “entering” tones in all 
tone languages can be considered allophonic tones of SFSs or “non-entering” tones. 
This perspective has long been embraced by the American school of linguistics, who 
also proposed that such characterization naturally realises the intuitions of native 
speakers. Such phonemic perspectives have also been commonly employed in 
subsequent studies. Of the Asian languages studied, phonemic analyses have been used 
not only in the writing systems of Vietnamese (e.g., Chiung 2003) but also in the sound 
systems of Amoy Hokkien (Bodman 1955), which has identical phonetic sound systems 
with those of other southern Min dialects and the Taiwanese language. Bodman 
proposed a 5-tone system for the Amoy Hokkien language based on the phonemic 
intuition. Employing a similar analytical framework, Chang (1988) also considered 
“entering” tones as allophonic tones of “non-entering” tones with reference to 
glottalized finals. Our current findings appear to echo these perspectives in that the 
tones with NFSs are in essence a subset or members of the tones with SFSs. 

5. Conclusions  
This paper presents strong indications that Taiwanese syllables are accompanied 

by five lexical tones - that is, not the seven tones commonly cited in the literature. Our 
interpretation of these results is that the “seven” tones are confused with suprasegmental 
states - states that are determined from a combination of tone and the intensity decay of 
syllable finals. However, in order to successfully transcribe Taiwanese speech it is 
necessary to distinguish between these seven states. It is thus our belief that a paradigm 
shift into using compound states rather than solely tone may simplify work related to 
reading, transcribing, learning and understanding Taiwanese. 
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Table 1 summarises the proposed substitute for the seven tone paradigm, namely 
the seven suprasemental state paradigm with its five distinct tones. Tones T2 and T3 
both span two states each - a sonorant and a non-sonorant state. Besides this, there is a 
one-to-one mapping from states S1, S6 and S7 to the respective tones T1, T7 and T5. 
These tones occur with sonorant finals exclusively. The ordering of the state indecies is 
chosen to closely resemble the most common labelling of the tones. These labelling 
details would benefit from being standardised; however, the proposal and justification 
of such a standard is beyond the scope of this paper. 

Table 1: The seven states of Taiwanese syllables 
State Final Tone 

Index
Tonal Feature Pitch 

Value 
S1 Sonorant T1 High level 55 
S2 Sonorant T2 High steep falling 52 
S3 non-sonorant T2 High steep falling 52 
S4 Sonorant T3 Medium moderate falling 31 
S5 non-sonorant T3 Medium moderate falling 31 
S6 Sonorant T7 Medium level 33 
S7 Sonorant T5 Rising 13 

By introducing the notion of suprasegmental states it is also necessary to revise the 
tone sandhi rules. The tone sandhi rules can be replaced by a suprasegmental state 
transition diagram, or rule sets, that designate how a syllable state changes when 
repositioned in a sentence context. 

Alternatively, a modified tone sandhi system may be proposed (see Figure 8). 
Simplified from the traditional tone sandhi rules, tone 7 can be renamed as tone 4, and 
the two sandhi rules for the ‘entering’ or ‘short’ tones are discarded since these tones 
are special cases of tone 2 and tone 3. This bi-directional transition expresses the change 
from tone 4 to tone 8 in the previous tone system. The three sandhi rule diagrams are 
then encapsulated in one diagram. 

Figure 8. The modified tone sandhi system. 
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Appendix A 

1  ?  27  ?  53  ? 
2  ?  28  ?  54  ? 
3  ?  29  ?  55  ? 
4  ?  30  ?  56  ? 
5  ?  31  ?  57  ? 
6  ?  32  ?  58  ? 
7  ?  33  ?  59  ? 
8  ?  34  ?  60  ? 
9  ?  35  ?  61  ? 
10  ?  36  ?  62  ? 
11  ?  37  ?  63  ? 
12  ?  38  ?  64  ? 
13  ?  39  ?  65  ? 
14  ?  40  ?  66  ? 
15  ?  41  ?  67  ? 
16  ?  42  ?  68  ? 
17  ?  43  ?  69  ? 
18  ?  44  ?  70  ? 
19  ?  45  ?  71  ? 
20  ?  46  ?  72  ? 
21  ?  47  ?  73  ? 
22  ?  48  ?  74  ? 
23  ?  49  ?  75  ? 
24  ?  50  ?  76  ? 
25  ?  51  ?      
26  ?  52  ?      
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Appendix B 

1  ?  27  ?  53  ? 
2  ?  28  ?  54  ? 
3  ?  29  ?  55  ? 
4  ?  30  ?  56  ? 
5  ?  31  ?  57  ? 
6  ?  32  ?  58  ? 
7  ?  33  ?  59  ? 
8  ?  34  ?  60  ? 
9  ?  35  ?  61  ? 
10  ?  36  ?  62  ? 
11  ?  37  ?  63  ? 
12  ?  38  ?  64  ? 
13  ?  39  ?  65  ? 
14  ?  40  ?  66  ? 
15  ?  41  ?  67  ? 
16  ?  42  ?  68  ? 
17  ?  43  ?  69  ? 
18  ?  44  ?  70  ? 
19  ?  45  ?  71  ? 
20  ?  46  ?  72  ? 
21  ?  47  ?  73  ? 
22  ?  48  ?  74  ? 
23  ?  49  ?  75  ? 
24  ?  50  ?  76  ? 
25  ?  51  ?      
26  ?  52  ?      
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Appendix C 

1  ?  
2  ?  
3  ?  
4  ?  
5  ?  
6  ?  
7  ?  
8  ?  
9  ?  
10  ?  
11  ?  
12  ?  
13  ?  
14  ?  
15  ?  
16  ?  
17  ?  
18  ?   
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Appendix D 

1  ? 
2  ? 
3  ? 
4  ? 
5  ? 
6  ? 
7  ? 
8  ? 
9  ? 
10  ? 
11  ? 
12  ? 
13  ? 
14  ? 
15  ? 
16  ? 
17  ? 
18  ? 
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Sound change in Taiwanese: 

a tendency caused by its contact with Mandarin 

Siok-hong LI 

Graduate Institute of Taiwan Culture, Language & Liturature  

National Taiwan Normal University 

Abstract

Language contact is one of the major factors that lead to language change. 
In Taiwan, the long-term and frequent contact between Mandarin and 
Taiwanese has resulted in various changes, which are still ongoing, in both 
languages at phonetic, lexical, and syntactic levels.  

This study aims to investigate the phonetic variations in Taiwanese, 
which are induced by its contact with Mandarin. It is proposed that Taiwanese 
has been phonetically influenced by Mandarin in two aspects. First, Mandarin 
has played a role on the leveling between the phonetic variants of 
Tai-uan-iu-se-im, or Taiwanese predominant accents. The ki/ku variable in 
Taiwanese is no longer a pure Tsiang-tsiu/Tsuan-tsiu dialectal distinction 
among young Taiwanese speakers; the corresponding pronunciation in 
Mandarin has more influence on the selection from [i] and [u] variants. 
Second, the colloquial and literary pronunciations in Taiwanese have been 
blurred. The corresponding Mandarin pronunciation, to certain degrees, 
determines the selection from these two pronunciations, as in the 
Tsiang-tsiu/Tsuan-tsiu contrast mentioned above. The literary pronunciation, 
in general, is preferred by the young speakers as it is phonetically more 
similar to Mandarin.  

Keywords: language contact, language change, Taiwanese [u]/[i] rhyme, 
colloquial and literary pronunciations 
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台、華語接觸所引起的台語語音的變化趨勢

摘要

t kap

koh h o
iáu-koh teh beh

kap

leveling t  tsia beh kap

kap
i kap u

in 
teh i kap u

m in t
kap khah in tik

kap khah t  in
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1. 研究動機
1956 t

sak

L1 h o L2

m digrossia and bilinguilism Tsia-ê

-n

h o Taiwanese Mandarin kap

Taiwan Mandarin tik m

kap bat t t kap

variety

koh pîng

teh t thìng-hó

b teh kap
1 iah- -koh

kap

L2 L1 -sái

m t khah

beh kap

suah tuè teh

teh koh beh t

beh

leveling t  tsia beh

2. 文獻回顧
1 i kap u

kap t

t khah

                                                
1 (2000) –

(2006) (2008) —
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2 1995 3

m

ou ei

tsia-ê e i

koinezation Trudgill 2006

-tàng

mixing suà-- leveling simplification

new dialect=/koine tsia-ê

in 4 T

1995 teh 2002

kap 5 2003 124

i i u i u

i u

internal external

kap

T kap koh

-tàng tshu t

leveled

i kap u

2

m t kap t

t

-koh kap

kap

1982 3 t  tsia

                                                
2 -sái (2003) 180~182
3 2002 t

(general Taiwanese)
4 Trudgill 2006 koh-khah 6 mixing  leveling

 unmarking nterdialect development  reallocation  focussing 
5
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tsia-ê

t iah- -koh kap suah

T teh uì

-tàng

3

t t

iah

beh 2005

kap in

1 2 3 4 4

b n-bû-it-sit b n-bô-it-sit uí-t i uí-tu

jîn-b ng kuan thian lâng-mi  kuan thinn

Tsia-ê

ká-ná -koh

tú-tú khah

huân-kíng tsai-h

kap khah

3. 華語接觸影響台灣優勢音變體的等化—以〈居〉字
母做例

2002

kap -tàng

[ ] -koh [i] 

[u]

[ ]: [u]: [i] 100: 0:0 17: 0: 83 
[ ]: [u] : [i] 96: 0: 4 28: 53: 20 

t t

merger 3 2 unmarking khah

marked [ ] leveled i

hia-ê u
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i teh

teh i u 2003 124

i i

u i u

i u

i

u t

T  tsia beh m

kap

i kap u

beh

3.1. 研究方法
1

1-4 19-22 5 5

2 kap
6 32

thang

b kh¢g

khah 15

tsia-ê

i u 15

[ u ] 5  [ i ] 5  [ y ] 5 H o

u i

3

t kap ——
t beh u i

 t [ i ] ( ) i  [ u ] ( ) kap [ y ]

u rounded 7

kap kuân kuân i u

t

                                                
6 1
7 t [y] t i t

u u
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3.2. 調查結果
1 i u

1. i u

15 u kuân 2

2.  u >> i

-tàng i kap u i kap u

2002

kap 2 teh 15 7 i

kap u beh i u

kap i

u

2 kap i u

5

10 50 i

u 2 3

   

i 10 4 10 10 10 0 7 3 0 4 1 4 7 0 0 

u 0 6 0 0 0 10 3 7 10 6 9 6 3 10 10 
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3. kap i u

i u y

(

i
44 14

12

88% 28% 24% 

u
6 36

38

12% 72% 76% 

4 -tàng

4. kap i u

i u kap

-tàng tshu i kap u

kap

3

4 -tàng kap i u

kap kap

i kap u kap

u m kuân -koh t --leh

10 7 i u
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10 m 7 i u

tú-tú kap

hu n-sè kap khah

m t  tsia m b T

tsia kap word frequency kuân i

kap i

kap -tàng tsia-ê

kuân

khah b t kap

m khah kuân

4. 華語接觸影響文白選用的優先順序甚至是文白分立
的生態
Koh t

khah suà

huân-kíng kap

-tàng

1913 = tsiú-tsiat

2008 = siú-tsiat

tsiú siú t

beh 8 kap

50

beh

4.1. 對辭典的詞條看文白音使用的歷時的變化
t kah

kap khah

                                                
8 2 thang
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5. kap

/

1913 2008

ngiâ-tsih gîng-tsiap

khó-lîn

khó-liân

khó-liân

lîn-bín liân-bín 

tsiú-tsiat siú-tsiat 

ké-pìnn kái-piàn

t g-pìnn tsuán-piàn 

liâm-sî lîm-sî

tsai- tsai-h

tshiong-muá tshiong-buán

kang-tiânn kang-tîng

tâng-sim tông-sim

t liâm

khah

m

t

4.2. 文白音選用的世代差異
kap

the thai

thai kuân

1

1 L1 L2 70~80

thang 4

2 L1 L2 kap 45~55

4

3 L1 L2 -koh khah 30 -40
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9 4

2
10 H o

3

1 khah

tik 2 kap 3 khah

1 2 kap 3 khah kuân

kuân 3 2 2 1

kuân khah

4.3 調查結果
tú-tú

kan-tann pîng n -ti nn

koo kap kau

thuè kap thè m

beh khah khah

beh th h kap t

m  kan-n kap

1

10 kap h o 3

                                                
9 20 in

10 2
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6.

1 2 3

--

the -- thai 3 1  1  3 1 3

(t g) -- (tuàn) 4 0 2 2 1 3

(t g-pìnn)-- (piàn) 2 2 0 4 0 4

( ng)-- (i ng) 4 0 2 2 1 3

(tsîng)-- (tsiân) 4 0 2 2 2 2

(tsiú) -- (siú) 3 1 0 4 0 4

(muá)-- buán 3 1 1 3 4 0

(liâm) -- (lîm) 1 3 0 4 0 4

(suànn)-- (sàn) 3 1 2 2 2 2

(ké) -- (kái) 2 2 0 4 0 4

29 11  10  30 11 29

7.

1 khah kuân 2 kap 3 t

3 2 khah kuân

2 giú t

3 30

khah 40 kha-tau kap 1 thìng-hó

khah
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2

27 4 3

8

1 2 3

57 18 16
53% 17% 15% 
51 90 92
47% 83% 85% 

9.

khah

kuân

5. 結語
T kap

kan-tann -tàng tiàm

m

-n  t n -ti nn

-tàng koh-khah

讀者回應

email: siok.hong@msa.hinet.net
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On the Recommended Han Characters for Taiwan 

Southern Min promulgated by Taiwan’s Ministry of 

Education
Siok-ling LUA & Un-gian IUn

Sin Nan Primary School 
Center for Taiwanese Languages Testing, National Cheng Kung University 

Abstract
Concerning the general usage and the script suitability of the MOE 

recommended Taiwanese Han characters, only few related statistic and 
research have been done so far. This study focuses on the first 300 words on 
the list. We compare them with the list’s counterpart in different versions of 
dictionaries (from the view point of experts) and corpus (from the view point 
of the general public), respectively. Through literary and corpus analysis, we 
carefully examine if the orthography of the 300 recommended words are 
generally used and practical or not. 

Then we perform a comparative analysis between the words in 
dictionaries and the ones on the recommended word list. Those “commonly 
used words”, according to the principle of general usage, achieved a 97 
percent agreement with the 300 recommended words while words “used with 
priority” in terms of suitability was 85.3 percent in agreement with the words 
we compared. 

Keywords: Taiwanese, Southern Min, mother tongue, written form, corpus, 
Han character 
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教育部台灣閩南語推薦用字的比較分析

摘要

300

300

300
97% 85.3%
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1

1. 踏頭話

2001

tshun

tshun

1970

1987

2001 9

CD

kan-n

sak

sak

2007 5 29

300 2008 5 1 100

1.1.研究動機佮目的
2007 5 29

300 OK 2008

5 1 2 100

OK 400

300
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2

300

1.2.問題意識

tsènn

sái

300

300

1.3.研究範圍
300

in
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3

300

2. 文獻分析

2.1.台語文書寫的歷史

1566

1873

1884

1885

1967 2003 9-33

uì

sak

2007 5 29

300

2.2.學者對台語漢字選用原則的看法
1994

1995 1995 1996 2000 2003

2005 2005 2007

iah

1989

tshu
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4

1. 2.

3. 4.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6.

2.3.台語用字現象的文獻分析

1994

1.

2.

3.

bai  / koan

4.

ho

5.

beh b che

1994 1989 2003 2006

2007

2002 2003

2004
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5

3. 研究方法

300

300

3.1.研究資料收集佮歸納
300

1

300

3.2.建議字詞佮其他候選字詞比較
75%
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6

1.

1931
: 1932

1 916

1931 
967

1957 

5,000
1969 

1,119

1981 
449

11,767
1982 

1,055

1992 9,200

1993 
440

1994 
786

2000 2,061

1992
2000 2,680

2001 TLPA 1,497
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7

3.3.台語文語詞檢索

415
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8

2.

300
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9

4. 台語辭典用字佮台語文語詞檢索結果分析
h nn 70

1931 2001

300

291 300 97% 239 79.7%

52 17.3% 9 3%

4.1.符合常用字詞佮優先字詞原則
300 245

239

3.

245 81.7% 81.7% 
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10

36 12.0% 93.7% 

7 2.3% 96.0% 

6 2.0% 98.0% 

1 0.3% 98.3% 

5 1.7% 100% 

300 100% 

104 106 119

121 171 172 243 260 298

12 12

18 61 66
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11 

hó hònn

22 218

183 239 276

67 255

kan-n p

tshu pa

5.5

tshu

3 111

127 238 111

127

kan-n 237

238 238

2 176

263 1

kan-n sái-h k

sái-h k

                                                
1 2000

153
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12

kan-n

tshu

118 23

41 144 175 186

204 296 7 283

kan-n 110

121

300 40.3%

118 300 39.3% 300

239 79.7%

4.2. Kan-n 符合常用字詞原則
239

52 9

300 52 uì

Iah uì

tshu 13

268 76

150 169 181

14 42 97 149 210

235 262 287 uì
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13

39

52

4.3.建議佇 300字詞內面做替換的字詞
300 9

uì 5,000 100,000 kan-n

300

47 284 285 3

46

47 48

48

kan-n

47 48

284 285

189 kan-n 300

188

249

297

256

kan-n

781
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14

53 56 245 3

uì

tshu

4.4.台語辭典無收錄的語詞比較

tshu 300

300 14

300 tshu

21 7

uì

tshu

2,680

16 tshu

1,497

300 tshu

300
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15

4.

4.5.台語文語詞檢索結果的分析
300 52

1000

kan-n 1000 ni -ni 1000

kau

kan-n

76 141

1000

52 5
52 100 43

82.7% 100 9 17.3%

100~1000 20 38.5%
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16

3000~4000 4000 1 149

3068 150 4000 uì

5.

(A)
(B) (A/52) (B/52) 

4000 1 1 1.9% 1.9% 

3000~4000 1 2 1.9% 3.8% 

2000~3000 9 11 17.3% 21.2% 

1000~2000 12 23 23.1% 44.2% 

100~1000 20 43 38.5% 82.7% 

100 9 52 17.3% 100.0% 

 52  100.0% 

52

6

17 32.7% 17 32.7%

11 21.2% 1 1.9%

5 9.6%
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17

.

17 32.7% 

17 32.7% 

11 21.2% 

1 1.9% 

1 1.9% 

5 9.6% 

52 100.0% 

52 17 17

9

1000 114

kan-n 963 1000

4 1000

1000 150 m

1000 uì

3 145

257 289

50

100

ká-ná

76 141
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18

76

kan-n

in in 1000

141

88

lim 1000 uì

kuân

51 210 297

51

0 4 hiânn

109 210 tsìn Unicode

0 10

suí 1000 297

0 1 tuh-ku

44 Uì

25 52 48%

25

/ / / /

16 bat 1000 /351 169 phòng /231 /144

17 beh 1000 /996 181 p ng /23 /9

20 bîn-á-tsài /90 /73 184 pûn /276 /34

46 hia 1000 /336 185 pùn-sò /100 /80

48 hia--ê /438 /4 191 s h /723 /49

51 hiânn /109 /0 210 suí 1000 /0

62 h o 1000 /773 231 thiau-kang/75 /63

68 huî-á/ 7 /6 250 t o-kún /12 /2
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19

/ / / /

76 in 1000 /0 252 tsah /331 /13

103 khi 1000 /289 262 ts 1000 /937

126 kui 1000 /584 281 tshuah/41 /6

141 lim 1000 /0 297 tuh-ku /44 /0

157 o-ló /237 /49    

52 5 0

17

126 262 3

1000 3

17 beh

i k 1000 kan-n 996

126 kui kan-n

1000

kan-n  584 262 ts

tsè 1000

kan-n  937 1000

1000

1000

1000

100

9 289

48 297

uì 3

tuh-ku 44

uì

181 56 68 kan-n  19

250 kan-n  38
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20

iah ká-ná

Uì

5. 結論佮建議

5.1.結論
300

300

291 121

170 97% 9 3%

239 79.7%

9 239

52 17.3%

52

17 300

5.6% 35 iah

52

25 25

iah

uì

iah

n

300

291 97% 239

17 256 85.3%
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21

8.

300

121 40.3% 170 56.7%

300

52 17.3%

291 97%

239 79.7% 35 11.7% 9 3%17 5.6%

9 3%

118 39.4%
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22

5.2.研究限制佮未來工作

kan-n

kan-n

300

300

讀者回應
email: g61616@ms36.hinet.net

ungian@gmail.com
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A study of the writing strategy of the Taiwanese 

politically-themed novel: examining the works of  

Ôo Bîn-siông, Sòng T k-lâi and Tân Luî  

Kim-sun TAN 

Department of Chinese Language and Literature 

National University of Tainan 

Abstract

In the 1980’s political literature emerged as a radical genre in the 
post-war context of Taiwanese literary movement. In and around 1987, when 
Martial Law wase abolished, many literary works, concerning various subject 
matters and in a different styles, appeared. In this context, there were three 
important works of fiction illustrating Taiwanese(Tâi-gí) literature as a 
emergent genre: ‘Brokers in Washington’ by Ôo Bîn-siông; ‘The Revolt in 
Tá -niau City’ by Sòng T k-lâi; ‘Beautiful Camphor Forest’ by Tân Luî. This 
article focuses on distinguishing these works  from each other in terms of 
writing strategies. What do these three representative Taiwanese fiction 
writers have in common in their efforts to promote Tiwanese Literature? 
Which distinctive writing strategy did they wield to achieve their common 
aim in spite of their differences in artistry? 

Keywords: political literature in Taiwanese, writing strategy, Ôo Bîn-siông, 
Sòng T k-lâi, Tân Luî 
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解嚴前後台語政治小說 ê書寫策略：

以胡民祥、宋澤萊、陳雷 ê作品做例

摘要

ê 1980 -tàng ê

ê t ê

kah ê

t ê t  1987 3

ê ê ê

ê ê ê beh t ê

3 ê in ê siánn-m h

ê t sak ê 20 k

-tàng ê

1 tú ê ê

huah -tàng ê
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1. 踏話頭：解嚴前後 ê社會、文化佮文學觀察
ê 3 1 t k

38 ê 1949 5 19 ê

h o t khi

ê settlerstate 2

38 ê 1987 7 15 3

ê ê ùi khi  t

2 ê ê -tàng 4 bóng

ê 40 hông ê hiânn kah beh

ê -tàng làng làng

tiàm iáu koh

ê ê

t

b

t hip

kah

b b

                                                
1 2003.12 p103

2 2009.5.4
http://www.hi-on.org.tw/bulletins.jsp?b_ID=50588 Ronald Weitzer

settlerstate ê
ê khah ê t

m ê
3 2003.12 p333

76

4 1988.3
p12

1987 1988.5 p9
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hông

t

t t
5

1995:22-23

tú -tàng ê

1988b:9 ê

h o

ê in ê -tàng ùi

kh g ê 1 tháu koh-khah

beh in ê

1988b:8

ê ê ê

1989 4

1989:11 -tàng ê

2005:9 1 ê ê

tng-tang 1 ê ê

                                                
5

1995.11 pp22-24 t

6 1989.9
p11 ê
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khùi ê 1980 ê m in ê

sai ê

b ê

ê
7 3 ê sùa t

1 1 kha sak ê 8 ê

ê

m beh ê

1980 ê

2. 1980年代台灣政治小說 ê多元視野
ê siánn

ê

2.1. Siánn-m h是政治小說？
1999:176

ê 1 m ê m

ê 9 ê

t  1983

1994c:316 ê in ê
10 1984:77

Gabriel Garcia Márquez 1928- The Autumn 

of the Patriarch ê tàu-tah
11

1984:89

                                                
7 1986.6 1990.12

2008.7 p3 t 1986
6 t 1986 9 t 1989 2

8 1986.6 1990.12
2005

2008.7 kan-n  t ê 2
9 2006.8

p9

10

89 1984.7 p77 ê ê
11 89 1984.7 p89 m

ê 1991.10 pp1-20
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1979

2006:47

1994:163-77 1980 ê 7 a.

b. c. d. e.

f. g. ê 1980

ê tsh a h an iáu ê

ê tsiânn ê 12

2.2. 前衛版年度台灣小說選 ê政治觀點
1980 ê t ê t k

ê ê 7

1980 ê Siánn-m h

ê

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

                                                
12 40 1997.8 pp223-224

1994.12 p205

1993.11 p267

1977-1997 2001.5 p5
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1988

Beh siánn-m h kiám-tshái 1 ê

ê ê ê

7 ê

khah ê t -tsia 19

k

tsiâu-ts g ê -tàng t  2 ê

ê

1986b:115 ê 4 13 3

ê

ê 1

1987:27

siánn-m h ài h o siàn phé siàn kah b

ê ê pûn

1987:14

1 ê leh

1986b:131 ê

b leh beh b ê

m 1 ê ê ê

1987:16

Sùa 2 ê ê

                                                
13 1986.7 p130
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2 1 b ê

1987:17 ê

4 ê 1986

t  1980 2 ê

khi ê

1984:11

ê

1984:11

1987

40 ê t

koh khah

m  t  2005 14 7 7

ê

4 15 m 1989

1985:245

ê Ùi ê thìng

ê 1984 ê

                                                
14 T -tsia ê 2005.10 t 1998

ê iáu
15 3 ê
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